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       BAL BHARATI PUBLIC SCHOOL, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034 

Subject- ENGLISH (2020-21) 
  Topic- The  whispering  Palms  (question answers) 

 
Name:  ___________      Class iii:_________    Date: 21.04.2020 

 
Let’s Revise 

 
Hello children! Do you remember the story we read about a girl called Mori and 
her family titled ‘The Whispering Palms’? If not, don’t worry. Click on the 
following YouTube link to recall it. 

https://youtu.be/eJtlanzlgFw 

Let's Practise(to be done in the English notebook) 

(Write down the questions also) 

Q1. Answer the following questions in brief. 

(Children, the answers have been given in a jumbled up manner in the Help box 

underneath. Choose the correct answer for each question and write it along 

with the corresponding question. Do not copy the Helpbox.) 

a) Describe the place where Mori lived. 

b) What did Mori’s mother dream one night? 

c) What did Mori’s father do every morning? 

d)  Name the things which Mori’s family sold in the market. 

e) Why did Mori’s mother stop her from plucking coconuts from the tree? 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

HELPBOX 

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

I. Mori’s family sold fish, soap, coconut oil, mats and brooms in the market. 

II. Mori lived in a coconut grove next to a small blue lake. 

III. Mori’s father carried a big fishing net to catch fish every morning. 

IV. Mori’s mother stopped her from plucking coconuts from the tree as they 

decided to use only the fallen coconuts for making things to sell in the 

market. 

V. Mori’s mother dreamt of a lake with no fish in it. 

 

 

https://youtu.be/eJtlanzlgFw
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       Wordly wise 
NOTE: Dear parents, we have introduced this new segment called WORDLY 

WISE from yesterday onwards to enhance the students’ vocabulary. The daily 

work given under this segment needs to be done in the Vocabulary Notebook 

which you must have got in the book set. In case, you haven’t bought the book 

set till now, feel free to divide the LIFESKILLS diary made by you into two parts 

and use the second part as Vocabulary notebook. 

 

 

DICTIONARY USAGE: Use a dictionary to find out the 

meanings of the given words. Write the given words along 

with their meanings in the vocabulary notebook. 

WORDS: thrilled, whisper, beautiful,laundry, dragged 


